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On Jbly 16, 1905, ahortly after starting the high presaure coolant
injection (!!PCI) nystem to perforu a ntartup test, an oil le a!:
developed at the operator of the turbine stop valve. The l e a': uas
caused by a loose flcn3e betucen the pilot valve asseably and the
hydraulic cylinder of tae UFCI turbine stop valve operator. The
turbine was aanually tripped, thc flange bolts tightened, and the
system restarted at about 1505 hours. Durin; tlie event the plant was
in Operational Condition 2 and reactor pouer uas at 4 percent. The
safety significt.nce of this event is miniaal--all other e.aergency core
cooliag systems were available, and because the oil leak uas only
about one cpu, the oil supply for MPCI would not have been depleted
for several hours.
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At 1055 hours on July 16, 1905, the high pressure coolant injection
system (HPCI) was started to perfora startup test DEMO.HUA.715. This
is a demonstration run of the HPCI speed control governor at a nominal
' reactor pressure of 1000 psig. Shortly into the test at about 1058
hours, an oil leak developed at the operator of the turbine stop
valve, and the turbine was aanually tripped. The incident was
evaluated and det. ermined to be reportable as a condition that could
have prevented the fulfillaent of the safety function of the HPCI
system. When this occurred the plant was in Operational Condition 2
(startup) and reactor power at 4 percent.

After the HPCI was shut down, repairs were made and the system
restarted at about 1505 hours. The leak was found to be caused by a
loose flange between the pilot valve assembly and the hydraulic
cylinder of the HPCI turbine stop valve operator. The bolts at the
flange uere tightened about a quarter turn and the lea': stopped.

The HPCI systen has been ;,osted previously without any evidence of an
oil leak at the flange. A chec3 of uaintenance records indicates no
uork was perforced on the valve since it uas received on site. A

possible explanation is that because the valve was shipped by the
manufacturer as an assembly and pointed, that the paint was sufficient
to prevent the oil fron leaking. This is supported by the fact that
previous tests were conducted at lower pressure, less than 150 psif,,
and therefore the valve operator was subjected to louer mechanical
stresses than would be experienced at higher operating pressures.
Also, just prior to running the high pressure test, a steau balance
chamber adjustment uns made ubich caused the valve asser.1bly to shake
abruptly when the valve was stroked open. This may have cracked the
paint or loosened the connection sufficiently to allou the oil to
leak.

In addition to lubricating the bearings of the HPCI puups and turbine,
the oil pressure provide: the notive force to operate the hydraulic
operators of the HPCI turbine stop valve and control valve, and is
used as control oil for the turbine speed control covernor. The rate
of oil loss from this leak was low, and is estimated to be one gpm.
At that rate, an appreciable effect on system operability uould not
occur for several hours until the oil sump level was sufficiently
depleted to cause, initially, eriatic operation of the hydraulic
control system and, later, failurc of the hydraulic control system or
loss of lubrication to the punp and turbine bearings.

The safety significance of this event is minimal since the HPCI system
could have operated for several hours before the oil supply was
depleted and because all other energency core cooling systems were
availabic.
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- U. S. !!uclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Centrol Desk
Hashington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

Reference: Ferni 2
!!RC Doc;tet No. 50-341
NRC Operatin; License flo. NPF-43

Subject: Trcnsmittal of Licensee
Event Renort 85-030

,

Please find enclosed LER No. SS-039-00, dated August 15,
1985, for a reportable event which occurred on July 16,
1985. As indicated below, a copy of this LER is being
sent to the Administrator Region III.

If you have any questions, please contact us.
"

Sincerely,

$ dp Of-c1

R. S. Lenart
Plant Manager

Enclosure: I RC Forms 366, 366A

cc: P.M. Byron -

M.D. Lynch

Regional Administrator
USURC Re; ion III
799 Roosevelt Rd.
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

Director / Coordinator
Monroe City-County Office of Civil Preparedness
965 South Raisinville Road
Monroe, MI 48161
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